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A wave-optical model that is coupled to a microscopic gain theory is used to explore solutions to the filamentation
problem in group-III nitride quantum well lasers. A negative-branch unstable resonator is found to mitigate fiIament
effects, enabling high-power fundamental-mode operation in broad-area,lasers.
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1. Introduction

The short wavelength achie~rabie in InGa-Nlasers is an
advantage in applications such as digi[al versatile disk and
laser printers. In order to fully utilize this advantage.
high-power fundamental-mode operation is necessary. A
limitation to fundamental-mode operation at high
excitation is filamentation (or self-focusing) of the
intracavity laser field in the semiconductor gain medium.’
After the onset of filamentation, the overlap of the
fundamental laser mode with the gain region is
substantially reduced. The im”ersion that is undcpleted by
the fundamental mode becomes available to the higher
order lateral modes, thereby increasing tile likelihood of
multimode operation. Filamentation also gives rise to high
intracavi[y intensities, Jrhich increase the possibility of
material damage.

In this paper, \ve use a wave-optical model to exTlore
solutions to the filamentation problem in InGaN/GaN
quantum well lasers. The gain medium is described \vith a
microscopic theory.z The wave-optical laser model and
the accompanying laser gain theory are described in
Section 2. Section 3 introduces the concept of the
,anti=widing factor, w%ich provides a measure of tie
strength of filamentation in ‘a gi~en quantum well
structure. We show that the antiawiding factor in a nitride
quantum well gain region may be si.gitlcantly higher than
those typical in other semiconductor lasers. There is also a
strong dependence on quantum well \vidth. Section -!
illustrates the effects of filamentation on the laser output
in an optical resonator with plane facet mirrors. In Sec. 5,
~~epropose a solution. to the filamentation problem that
involves unstable resonators.3-6 A p.ammewicstudy show
that a negative-branch unstable resonator is best suited for
nitride qwntum well lasers. in terms of maintaining
single-mode operation at high excitation in broad-area
losers. The results of this paper ‘arcsummarized in Sec. 6.

lateral or transverse

2. Theory

modes, beam quality, unstable resonators,

We adopt a coordinate system \vhere y is the lateral
(plane of quantum ~sell) dimension, x is- the tranmerse
(perpendicular to quantum well plane) dimension, and z is
along the resonator axis. The intracavity laser field is
described by the sum of two-counter propagating waves,

E(r, t) = E_(r, t) + E-(r, t) , (1)

where we assume an electric field polarization in tic plane
of the quantum ~vell. By assuming a \veak lateraI
dependence in the effective refractive index. we ~vrite (in
MKS units)

E=(r, t) = T 1
—U(z, y) ’u+(u, z)
2@cn.

~e~(=~z–fl~) + C,c. (2)

where ~ and c are the permittivity and speed of light in
vacuum, K and n are the laser wavevector and average

refractive index in the host medium, and (IIis the an.gdar
frequency. The tmnsverse field distribution u(x,y), which
is a weak function of -Y, is determined by the epitmial
layers of the heterostructure. The lateral fieId distribution
obeys the following equation. which is derived from
Mawell’s equations:

where I& = Kh. ris the confhement factor, ~b, accounts
for the internal optical losses. G is the local intensity gain,

and ikg is the carrier-induced refractive index change.
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In Eq. (3), ~Gfl) and i3ng (N) at each location in the
gain region are determined by

2Kclfing(N) + ZC(N) = *f’(N) , (4)

where macroscopic polarization amplitude is

V is the active region volume, k is the carrier momentum

in the quantum-well plane, v.(vt,) identifies the conduction

(valence) quantum-well subband, p~’vh is the optical

dipole matrix element, and p~e’vh is the microscopic

electric dipole moment due to an electron-hole pair. To
calculate. the microscopic dipole, we solve the
semiconductor Bloch equations, assuming
quasiequilibrium electron and hole populations.2 These
equations contain contributions from many-body
interactions. Carrier-carrier correlations, giving rise to
screening and dephasing, are treated at the level of
quantum kinetic theory in the Markovian limit. The
numerical solution of the semiconductor Bloch equations
requires as input the electron and hole dispersions and the
dipole matrix elements. We calculate these quantities

using k-p theory and the envelope approximation for the
wwtzite crystal symrnetq. The effects of the screening of
the quantum-confiied Stark effect is taken into account by

the iterative solution of tie k.p Hamiltonian and Poisson
equations Lr3put parameters to the bandstructure
calculations are the bulk material parameters. Table 1 of
Ref. [S] gives the vaiucs for the alloy Ino.ZGN.sN
considered in this paper.

The carrier density N at each location in the gain
region is determined by the steady state solution of the
carrier density rate equation’

8N _ J(v)——
=–cd

Yef fJv

-$g (1.+12+1.-12), (@

~vhereJ(v) is the injection current density, d is the sum of

the quantum well widths, and yciris an effective xate for
c,arrier loss from spontaneous emission and nonradiative
processes. The carrier density iY(~,~,f) in Eq. (6) is
averaged over the tranwerse variation. The laser
simulation involves the simulumeous solution of Eqs. (3)
and (6). ~~%ichare coupled ~’ia the gain G and the c.arrier-

induced refractive index &g (iv) in Eq. (4).

3. Anti@ding Factor

Earlier studies involving near-infrared semiconductor
lasers have shown the importance of the tilamen[ation or
self-focusing in a semiconductor gain medium on optical
beam quality.] A useful measure of ihe tilamentation
strength is the antiguiding factor,

‘=-2K0($w-’- (7)

Using the semiconductor Bloch equations, we computed R

at the gain peak as a function of peak gain GPk. TWO
differences between the antiguiding factor of nitride lasers
and that of other semiconductor lasers are shown in Fig. 1.
First, the antiguiding factor in a nitride quantum well may
be significantly higher. ‘fle 2 nm GaO,z~.gN/GaN

quantum well at a peak gain of =103cm-! has R >6, which
is almost a factor of three higher than typical in near-

infrared quantum-well laws. A large antiguiding factor
implies a greater likelihood for filamentation. A
contribution to the high R is the hig~ joined density of
states because of the significantly heavier electron and
hole effective
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masses in nitride compounds.

Gpk (103cm-’)

FQ. 1. Anti:uiding factor at the gain peak for 2 run and 4
m Gq,z~8N/GaN quantum-wellstructuresvs. peak gain.

The second difference is a stronger dependence of the
antiguiding factor on quantum well width in the nitrides.
Fi=yre 1 shows a noticeably smaller R for the 4 run

Gw.ZI%.sN/GaNquantum well. The reduction is due to
contributions from the quantum-confined Stark effect on

&g .9 As in other semiconductor laser systems, the
carrier-induced refractive index has a band filling

contribution, which decreases Sng with increasing carrier
density. However, in a nitride quantum well there is also a
contribution from the gradual screening of the quantum-
con-tlned Stark effect with increasing carrier density.

Tvhichincreases the dipole matrix element. Because &g
is propordonal to the square of the dipole matrix element.



this contribution counters that due to band filling. The
cancellation is more cornplcte in
well than the 2nm one because
conllnement in the former.

3. Filamentation

the wide 4 nm quantum
of tie weaker quantum

The effects of filamentation on nitride laser beam

quality is depicted in Fig. 2. We assume a 10 ~m stripe
width, gain-guided laser operating with a 4 nm
G~.2h.gN/GaN quantum well gain W@- The lateral

field distribution has the form

V(V,2) = ~~exp [–iO(Y, z)] , (8)

where I(y,z) and f3(y,z) are the laser field intensity and
phase averaged over the transverse dimension of the gain

region. F@re 2 shows I@,0) and O(V,O) at different
injection cument, versus tie lateral dimension y. The plane
end facets are positioned at z = O and z = L. where the

resonator length L = 500 p]. other parameters used in the

simulations are: cordinerncnt factor r = 0.032, facet
reflectivities R, = Rz = 0.18, and effecti~e internal optical

loss U=&=30 cm-’. For the present calculations, we ignore
the effects of well width and composition variations in the
InGaN quantum well gain region. For cluster dimensions
that are smaller than the laser wavelength, these effects on
optical propagation are negligible. However, the
inhomogeneous broadening due to well ~vidtil ~d
composition variations \vill change the local gain and
carrier-induced refmctive index seen by the Iascr tieId. and
these changes may be estimated by statistically averaging
over the relevant fluctuations. 10
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Fig. 2. Lateral inteusityand phase distributionsat output
facet for 10 Km stripe width GaInN qumtum well laser
operating with plane facets. The excitation Ievek are
J/Jti,= 1.2 (solid curve), 1.6 (dashd CWV~) and 2.0 (dot-
dwhed Cun’e).

For excitations -J/.lu,S 1.2, where Jti is the threshold
current density, the lateral intensity distribution extends
over the entire stripe width [solid cume in Fig. 2 (a)].
Antiguiding by the gain medium and diffraction give rise
to a diverging wavefront. The dashed and dotted curves
for J/Jh = 1.6 and 2.0 show the narrowing or filamentation
of the lateral intensity distribution at higher excitations.
These narrow irttracavity field distributions do not make
effective use of the available gain. Along with the beam
narrowing is the appearance of structure in the phase front.

The noticeably narrower lateral intensity lobes are
commonly referred to as filaments. They occur when the
intracavky intensity is sufficiently high to cause spatial
hole burning. Because the carrier-induced refractive index
increases with decreasing carrier density, a waveguide is
formed at the spatial hole. The channeling of tic laser
fie~d by the waveguide leads to the burning of a deeper
hole, \vhich in turn further concentrates the laser intensity
at the spatial hole (self-focusing).

For each gain structure, there is an ~rnptotic filament
\vidth that is independent of stripe width. This asymptotic
filament width is approached at high excitation Ivhen the
focusing due to the gain medium is balanced by
diffraction. The asymptotic filament ~vidth for the 2 mu
quantum well gain region is considerably smaller than for -

the 4 nm quantum well gain region (W1,2= 2 pn versus 4

pm). To prevent beam breakup ( i.e. multiple tiiaments in
the output beam) at high excitations, one should use a
stripe width that is close to the asymptotic filament !~idth.
For the 2 nm quarwn-weil active region, a single-lobe
field distribution may be maintained far above threshold if

the stripe width is reduced to 2 pm. For the 4 nm quantum-

~~elllaser. this stripe ~]idth may be increased to -1pm.

5. Unstable Resonators

In thk section, we exTlore the use of an unstable
resonator3 to improve modal properties. An unstable
resonator is characterized by diverging wavefronts, which
we hope will counter the focusing effects of filamentation.
While unstable resonators have been used in near-infrared
semiconductor lasers to produce high single-mode
power,*] there are concerns regarding their ability to
counter the stzonger f~lamentation tendency in a nitide
gain medium.

Figure 3 addresses some of tiose concerns. Plotted are
the output lateral field dk.ributions at different excitations,
for an unstable resonator, 4 n.m G%.ZJw~N/GaN qu~~tunl
\vell laser. We considered a negative-branch tmstabIe
resonator consisting of a pkme mirror and a concave

mirror of mdius of curvature pz = 400 pm, separated by a

resonator len=gtltof 500 p.m. The stripe width is 10 pm:
which is considerably wider than the asymptotic filament

.—
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width discussed in the previous section. To enhance the
effects of the curved facet, we use high mirror
reflcctivities, R, = Rz = 0,8. Assuming a confinement

factor of r = 0.034, the material threshold gain is Gti, =
1010cnil.

Figure 3 shows singie-mode intensity distributions that
extend over the entire gain region. The phase distribution
is relatively smooth and independent of excitation. The
calculated output po~~cr scales linearly with injection
current density, and there is little change in the lateral
mode shape for excitations beyond twice the Iasing
tltreshold. The importance of the concave mirror becomes
evident when we repeated the calculations for a laser with
0.8 reflectivity, plane facet mirrors. That laser operates

multimode for J/Jti >1.5.
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Fig. 3. Lateral intensity distribution at output E~cct for 10

pm stripe widtil GaILLIlquantum well laser operating \vitll
an unstable resonator. 11x excitation ICVA are J/Jti = 1.1
(solid tune), 1.5 (dashed ewe) and 2.0 (dotted curve).

Comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 shows that while boti
lasers maintain single-mode operation up to twice the
threshold current, the laser with the plane-plane resonator
has a sharply peaked intensity dktribution that can lead to
material damage. Both lasers have relatively smooth
phase distributions, \vhere the sibgmificant aberrations
in~’olveonly tilt and defocus, which are readily correctable
with conventional optics. \Ve computed the far-field
intensity distributions for the lasers with these aberrations
removed, and find that the intensity variations in the
unstable resonator laser near-field do not result in
noticeable degradation of the far field.

For the negati~e branch unstable resonator laser, a

parametric study sho}vsthat the laser field distributions are
relatively insensitive to concaye mirror radius of cunature

for the range 200 pm S p~ < 500 pm. The high

magnification when p: < 200 pm results in high Iasing

thresholds. For p: > 500 pm. thc P.XXLXCM becomes

and 500 pm S pl < 4000 pm. However, the stable
resonator modes have narrow lateral widths that are

considerably smaller than the 10 ~m wide gain region.
Because filamentation effects are stronger in nitride

lasers than in other semiconductor lasers, the range of
workable unstable resonators is more restrictive. For
example, the curved facet must be highly reflective. We
also find that a positive branch unstable resonator is not as
effective in countering filamentation effects. Wide lateral
intensity distributions that overlap reasonably well with

the 10 pm wide gain region are obtained only with convex

mirror cumature, p~ < 200 Um. The small radius of
curvature leads to high laser threshold currents, and the
resulting laser output is highly diverging, with most of the
intensity concentrated in two off-axis peaks. In terms of
sensitivity to the quantum well stnrcture, the choice of
unstable resonator configurations is quite restrictive for the
2 nm \vide quantum well structure, [vhere filamentation
effects are significantly stronger than in the 4 nm quantum
~veilcase.

6. Conclusion

In summ~, filamentation effects are generally
stronger in nitide lasers than in other semiconductor
lasers. Furthermore, there is a strong quantum-well \vidth
dependence because of the quantum-confmed Stark effect.
A \vave-optical modei that is coupled to a microscopic
gain theoq is used to ex~lore solutions to the
tilamentation problem. \\Te tlnd that the intracavity beam
spreading effects of an appropriately designed unstable
resonator can bakmce fiiamentation effects. resuhing in
fundamental-mode operation in broad-area InGaN
quantum well lasers at high excitations. For nitride lasers,
negati~re-branch unstable resonators are preferable to the
more commonly used positive-branch unstable resonators,
in terms of sensitivity to mirror cum’atures and
reflecthities.
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